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Abstract As many industrial systems become more
complex, it becomes extremely difficult to diagnose the
cause of failures. This paper presents a new failure diag-
nosis approach based on discrete-event systems (DES)
framework. In particular, the approach is a hybrid of
event-based and state-based ones leading to a simpler
failure diagnoser with supervisory control capability. In
our approach, we include the failure recovery events for
failures in the system model in order to derive a diag-
noser we refer to as a recoverable diagnoser. Further, in
order to reduce the state size of the recoverable diag-
noser, a procedure to construct a high-level diagnoser
is presented. The design procedure for diagnoser is pre-
sented along with a pump-valve system as a illustrative
example.
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Introduction

Failure diagnosis in industrial system is a subject that
received a great deal of attention in the past few decades.
To solve diagnostic problems for large complex systems
such as semiconductor manufacturing systems, automo-
bile manufacturing systems, chemical processes, Heating,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) units, and
power plants, more systematic and efficient
approaches are required because of the tremendous
problem sizes.

In order to develop practical diagnostic systems, many
theoretical frameworks have been proposed. These
include fault tree analysis, analytical redundancy, expert
systems, model-based reasoning methods. Even though
these techniques have their own merits, the real-world
applications require some ways to circumvent individual
limitations such as prohibitive computational burden,
excessive sensitivity to modeling errors and sensor noise,
and lack of systematic knowledge acquisition.
Recently, DES methods (Brandt et al., 1990; Cassan-
dras, 1993; Davey & Priestley, 1990; Hopcroft & Ullman,
1979; Kumar & Garg, 1995; Ramadge & Wonham, 1989;
Wonham, 1998; Wonham & Ramadge, 1987) are rec-
ognized as one of the promising techniques because
most industrial systems is better modeled by a discrete-
event model than by a differential or difference equa-
tion model at a higher level of abstraction (Lin & Lin,
1993). And DES technique can offer more systematic
and simpler construction of a diagnostic system. In a
discrete-event model, normal and failed status of system
components are represented by states and control com-
mands, sensor signals and failure events form the event
set. The failure diagnosis problem is to detect the occur-
rence of failure events that is not observable by using
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normal events, e.g. control commands and sensor signals
that is observable. The major advantage of this approach
is that is does not require detailed in-depth modeling of
the system to be diagnosed and hence is ideally suited
for diagnosis of systems which are difficult to model
(Sampath, Sengupta, Lafortune, Sinnamohideen, &
Teneketzis, 1995). Due to these advantages, there have
been many approaches to the diagnosis problem by
using DES technique (Hashtrudi Zad, 1999; Hashtrudi
Zad, Kwong & Wonham, 2003; Lin & Lin, 1993; Park,
1996; Sampath, 1995; Sampath, Lafortune, & Teneketzis,
1998; Sampath et al., 1995).

Failure diagnosis system can be classified by two cri-
teria. The first criterion is what is the state of a system
when the diagnostic procedure is applied. In the off-
line failure diagnosis, the system is assumed to be in an
abnormal state when the failure diagnosis beings. The
diagnostic system collects information from the failed
system to draw inferences on the state of system and
the cause of the failure. In contrast with the off-line fail-
ure diagnosis, the on-line failure diagnosis applied while
the system is in normal operation. The on-line diagnos-
tic system collects information to determine whether
the system is normal or not. If the system is in abnor-
mal states, the diagnostic procedure tries to find the
cause. The second criterion for classifying diagnosis sys-
tem is whether the failure diagnoser actively intervenes
with the system’s operation. The passive failure diag-
nosis does not affect the system’s operation. Instead, it
simply observes the sequence of events and keeps the
tract of system states. On the other hand, the active
failure diagnosis can change the system’s operation by
issuing a sequence of commands to determine the sys-
tem’s state and the cause of the failure ( Hashtrudi Zad,
1999; Lin & Lin, 1993; Sampath et al., 1998).

The DES approach to the diagnosis problem is divided
into an event-based approach and state-based approach
(Hashtrudi Zad et al., 2003). In general, the event-based
approach is simpler in its design procedure than the
state-based approach. But its drawback is that usually
the designed diagnoser has more states than the other.
And, unlike the event-based diagnosis, state-based
approach requires the knowledge on the state of the
supervisor that controls the system’s behavior. This
means that the diagnosis operation have to be synchro-
nized with the operation of supervisor. This paper pres-
ent an approach to design a passive on-line diagnoser
based on the DES framework. Unlike the existing DES
techniques, this approach is a hybrid of the event-based
and the state-based approaches leading to a simpler fail-
ure diagnoser than event-based approached one with
supervisory control capability not required the synchro-
nization with supervisor. Furthermore we introduce the

concept of recoverability by taking recovery events for
failures into consideration. By this extension, the diag-
noser can allow the system to recover from a failure as
well as detect and isolate the failure. Also, a procedure
to construct a high-level diagnoser is presented in order
to reduce the state size of the diagnoser.

This paper is organized in five sections. In the section
following this introduction, a DES modeling technique
and a design procedure for the proposed diagnoser are
presented. In the “Diagnosability and recoverability”
section, the concept of diagnosability along with its the
necessary and sufficient conditions is presented. In addi-
tion, the concept of recoverability that is first introduced
by this paper is defined with its the necessary and suffi-
cient conditions. The methodology for reducing the state
size of the recoverable diagnoser is presented in the
“High-level diagnoser design” section. As an illustrative
example, a simple pump-valve system is used through-
out the paper. Finally, we summarize the main contribu-
tions of this paper and outline the directions for future
research in the “Conclusion” section.

Recoverable diagnoser design

In this section we will present the DES modeling proce-
dure and the diagnoser design procedure based on the
DES framework. While existing DES methods for fail-
ure diagnosis do not deal the failure recovery problem,
our approach take into account failure recovery events
in the DES modeling step. By this approach diagnoser
makes a DES return to the initial normal by enabling a
failure recovery event state when the diagnoser detects
the failure event.

DES modeling

In general, we can assume that the DES to be diag-
nosed has a several system components including the
plant components to be controlled and the supervisor
for control action. First, let these plant components be
modeled by the Finite State Automata (FSA):

Gi =
{

Qi, �i, δi, q0,i, Qm,i

}
, i = 1, . . . , n (1)

where Qi is the state set, �i is the event set, δi : Qi ×
�i

∗ → Qi is the sate transition function , q0,i is the ini-
tial state, Qm,i is the marked state set that is a subset
of the state set Qi. In defining transition function δi,
the notation �i

∗
means the set of sequences (strings)

of events including the null event ε. To define the fail-
ure events of each component let us define the failure
event set of a component as �F,i = {

f 1
i , f 2

i , . . . , f m
i

}
. And
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define the failure recovery event set for failure event as

�RF,i =
{

RF1
i , Rf 2

i , . . . , Rf n
i

}
, n ≤ m (assuming that

some failure recovery event can take care of more than
one failure events). So the normal event set is defined
as �N,i = �i − �F,i − �RF,i. As a result we partition the
event set �i into three disjoint event sets, i.e., the nor-
mal event set �N,i, the failure event set �F,i, and failure
recovery event set �RF,i. That is, �i = �N,i∪̇�F,i∪̇�RF,i
where ∪̇ denotes a disjoint union. Then, we can obtain
the FSA of the total plant by the synchronous product
of all FSAs Gi. The resulting FSA is denoted by

G =
{

Q, �, δ, q0, Qm

}
(2)

where Q, �, δ, q0, and Qm,i follow the previous defi-
nitions. In particular, the event set � can be divided
into two disjoint sets, i.e., the controllable event set �c
and the uncontrollable event set �uc. And � can be
also partitioned into the observable event set �o and
the unobservable event set �uo that are also disjoint.
Therefore, � can be written as � = �c∪̇�uc = �o∪̇�uo.

As the supervisor for G, ∪̇ can be used to generate
the supremal controllable and observable sublanguage
where S is an FSA, S = {X, �, ξ , x0, Xm} that can be
obtained by the results in Brandt et al. (1990), Wonham
(1998) and ϕ is a control map defined as ϕ : X → 2�(⊇
�uc). With G as the total plant and the supervisor (S, ϕ),
the total system can be represented by a Finite State
Moore Automaton (FSMA)1:

G = {Q, �, δ, q0, Qm, Y, λ, C, γ } (3)

that is obtained by the meet product of plant FSA G
and supervisor FSA S. In the FSMA G, Q = Q × X is
the state set; � ⊆ � is the event set; δ : Q × � → 2Q

is the transition function; q0 = (q0, x0) is the initial state
with q0 and x0 are the initial states of the plant and the
supervisor, respectively; and Qm is the marked state set
that is a subset of the state set Q. Among the new com-
ponents, Y is the sensor output set, λ : Q → Y is the
sensor output map, C ⊆ �c is the control command set,
and γ : Q → 2C is the control command map. Here, the
sensor output means the results of sensor measurements
of the system while the control command set includes
the event can be enabled by the supervisor.

Example 2.1 (Pump-valve system—system modeling and
supervisor) Consider a simple system consisting of a
pump, a valve and a supervisor is illustrated in Fig. 1.
And assume that we use a flowmeter as a measurement
sensor. The value of the flowmeter can take two values,

1 In general, L(S/G) = L(S) is true (Kumar & Garg, 1995;
Ramadge & Wonham, 1989; Sampath et al., 1998) so we can obtain
G by just adding λ, Y to S.

Fig. 1 Pump-valve system

Fig. 2 Components modeling of pump-valve system

i.e., NF, F meaning noflow and flow, respectively. Thus,
the sensor output set is Y = {NF, F}.

For simplicity, also assume that there are no failures
in the pump, and only the valve has failures that are
Stuck_closed1, Stuck_closed2, Stuck_open1, and
Stuck_open2 denoted by f1, f2, f3, and f4, respectively.
Both Stuck_closed1 and Stuck_closed2 block the flow
through the valve regardless of current state of the valve.
Stuck_closed1 occurs when the valve is in its closed posi-
tion while Stuck_closed2 occurs when the valve is open.
Similarly, both Stuck_open1 (when the valve is closed)
and Stuck_open2 (when the valve is open) make the
valve unable to stop the flow. Then, we define the fail-
ure recovery event for Stuck_closed1 and Stuck_closed2
as Rf12 because these will cause the same problem and
repair operation can be very similar. In parallel, Rf34 is
defined to be the failure recovery event for Stuck_open1
and Stuck_open2.

The FSAs of the pump and the valve are shown in
Fig. 2. The initial state and marked state of the valve and
pump are identical and represented by state 0. In Fig. 2
events OV, CV, STP, and STP stand for Open_valve,
Close_valve, Start_pump, and Stop_pump, respectively.
The uncontrollable event set is �uc = {f1, f2, f3, f4} and
it is assumed that �uc = �uo because failure events are
unobservable events. The legal language for the system
is represented in Fig. 3. Now we define the control com-
mand set as C = {OV, CV, STP, SPP, Rf12, Rf34}.

Next, the supervisor S that can generate the supremal
controllable and observable sublanguage with respect
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Fig. 3 Legal behavior FSA of pump-valve system

Fig. 4 FSMA of pump-valve system

to legal language is obtained (Brandt et al., 1990). The
resulting FSMA G is depicted in Fig. 4. The transition
caused by an observable event is shown by a solid line
while a dashed line represents an unobservable failure
event.

Table 1 shows the sensor output map λ, i.e., the sensor
measurements at each state. In general, the sensor out-
put changes from NF to F only after the pump is started
following the valve opening. Note that the sensor output
of q0 is NF because of the failure event Stuck_closed1
or Stuck_closed2, which means that, the valve is still
closed. Table 2 shows the control command λ, i.e., the
list of eligible2 events (also controllable events) at each
state.

2 Eligible event means a candidate can be enabled (actually
occurred) by the supervisor.

Recoverable diagnoser

As the first step to develop a recoverable diagnoser, the
event set � is partitioned into the normal event set �N ,
the failure event set �F and the failure recovery event set
�RF .3 That is, � = �N∪̇�F ∪̇�RF . And assume the fail-
ure event set �F can be defined as �F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}
for a failure event fi, i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Denote the state q′
that is reached from a certain state q of G by the failure
event fi as qfi : namely, qfi is defined as qfi = q′ = δ(q, fi).
We define F1, F2, . . . , Fn, n ≤ m as failure modes, also
K = {N, F1, F2, . . . ., Fn} , n ≤ m as state condition set
of DES. Failure modes partition the failure event set �F
into n groups by aggregating some failure events that can
be considered identical. In addition, assume that there is
Fi-recovery event that is denoted by RFi for each failure
mode Fi. So we can define the failure recovery event
set as �RF = {RF1, RF2, . . . ., RFn} , n ≤ m. Naturally
all members of �RF are controllable event, therefore
�RF ⊆ �c.

With the partitions on the event set, now let us define
QN and QFi by the following equations as disjoint par-
titions of the state set Q, i.e., Q = QN∪̇QF1 ∪̇QF2 ∪̇ . . . ∪̇
QFn .

QN = q0 ∪ {
q′ ∣∣∀q ∈ QN , ∀σ ∈ �N , q′ = δ(q, σ)

}
(4)

QFi = {
qfi

∣∣∀q ∈ QN , ∀fi ∈ Fi, qfi = δ(q, fi)
}

∪ {
q′ ∣∣∀q ∈ QFi , ∀σ ∈ �N , q′ = δ(q, σ)

} (5)

Finally, by the state condition and disjoint state sets
defined in Eqs. (4) and (5), we define the state condi-
tion map κ : Q → K as follows

κ(q) =
{

N if q ∈ QN
Fi if q ∈ QFi

(6)

Now let us define the recoverable diagnoser for DES
G as

D =
{

Z, E, ς , z0, Zm, K, κ
}

(7)

where Z = 2Q −φ is the state set, E = Y ×C is the event
set, z0 is the initial state that is defined as z0 = {

q0 ∪ q′
0

}
,

Zm ⊇ Qm is the marked state set, K = 2K −φ is the state
condition set, κ : Z → K is the state condition map. This
type of diagnoser D is also referred to as recoverable
diagnostic supervisor because it preserves the control
map of the supervisor while performing diagnosis. For
initial state definition, the notation q′

0 is defined as fol-
lows and illustrated in Fig. 5.

q′
0 =

⋃
i

{
q′ ∣∣∀fi ∈ �F , q′ = δ(q0, fi)

}
(8)

3 �N = ⋃
i

�N,i, �F = ⋃
i

�F,i, �RF = ⋃
i

�RF,i.
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Table 1 Sensor output map λ

of pump-valve system
State Sensor output

q0 NF q7 NF q11 NF
q1 NF q4 NF q0 NF q12 NF
q2 F q5 F q0 NF q13 F
q3 NF q6 NF q10 NF q14 NF

Table 2 Control command
map γ of pump-valve system

State Control command

q0 OV q7 OV, Rf12 q11 OV, Rf34
q1 STP q4 STP q0 STP, Rf12 q12 STP, Rf34
q2 SPP q5 SPP q0 SPP, Rf12 q13 SPP, Rf34
q3 CV q6 CV q10 CV, Rf12 q14 CV, Rf34

Fig. 5 Initial state of the recoverable diagnoser

This definition allows the diagnoser to start from
either a normal or a faulty state. This is very advan-
tageous in the sense that there is no problem in opera-
tion of the diagnoser no matter when a failure occurs,
i.e., before or after the initialization of diagnoser. Some
previous works assumed that the system starts from
a normal state (Sampath, 1995; Sampath et al., 1995,
1998), which may not be general enough for many appli-
cations. And in Hashtrudi Zad (1999), the initial state
is defined as all system states or all normal states. But
this may be impractical in combining supervisory con-
trol and diagnosis because the supervisor has to start
from some initial state.

In order to design the diagnoser defined in (7) from
FSMA G, we have to construct a new transition system
excluding all unobservable events such as failure events
and the observable events that are not the member of
control command set of the supervisor. The next defini-
tion defines this new transition system.

Definition 1 Define the Control Command Transition
Systems (CCTS) as all transition (q, σ , q) of DES G such
that

∀σ ∈ C, q = δ(q, σ)

CCTS contains only transitions that can be enabled by
the supervisor. Physically, only events that are triggered
by the control command from supervisor are contained
in CCTS. So, CCTS are the subset of transitions that are
monitored by the supervisor.

We define the transition function ς of the diagnoser
D as follows

ς(zk, γk) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

zk+1 if n(yk+1) = 1

zk+1+i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1
if n(yk+1) ≥ 2,

yk+1 =
{

y0
k+1, . . . , ym−1

k+1

}

undefined elsewhere

(9)

where n(•) means the number of •.
The meaning of Eq. (9) can be explained by the fol-

lowing. If the supervisor issues a control command γk
at the state zk of diagnoser, then the state zk transits to
zk+1. However, if there are more than one sensor out-
puts after the control command γk, we need to differen-
tiate the next state zk+1 according to the sensor output.
For this purpose, we define additional states as shown in
Fig. 6.

Although this approach may look similar to Hashtrudi
Zad (1999), Sampath (1995), Sampath et al. (1995),
and Sampath et al. (1998), the transition function ς is
different from the previous researches and can be more
efficient. This is because of the following two reasons.
First, the diagnoser in Sampath (1995), Sampath et al.
(1995), and Sampath et al. (1998) has to update the state
condition whenever any observable events occur while
this approaches update the state condition only when
there are changes in the value of sensor output and the
supervisor issues the new control command. So the num-
ber of states of the new diagnoser is at most the same as
that of the diagnoser presented in Sampath (1995), Sam-
path et al. (1995), and Sampath et al. (1998). The second
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Fig. 6 Transition function ς

reason is related to the fact the state of the supervisor
has to be included in the state output of the diagnoser
presented in Hashtrudi Zad (1999). This requires the di-
agnoser to synchronize with the supervisor. In contrast,
the diagnoser in this research includes both diagnostic
and control capabilities, which implies that the recov-
erable diagnostic supervisor needs no synchronization
and is much simpler than the diagnoser presented in
Hashtrudi Zad (1999).

Figure 7 shows the schematic of on-line diagnosis for
a DES. In Fig. 7, when the control command γk is issued
at the present state zk of the diagnoser, the state transits
to a new state zk+1. Then, the diagnoser reads the sensor
output yk+1 of the present state zk+1, and estimates the
state condition of zk+1.

In summary, the recoverable diagnoser design proce-
dure is presented in the following.

Recoverable diagnoser design procedure:

Step 1: Define the failure modes from the failure events.
Step 2: Define the failure recovery event set �RF .
Step 3: Define the state condition map κ by using (4),

(5), and (6).
Step 4: Find the initial state of diagnoser by using (8).
Step 5: Construct CCTS.
Step 6: Define the transition function ς by using CCTS

and (9).
Step 7: Build the recoverable diagnoser by using the

transition function.

Example 2.2 (Pump-valve system—recoverable diagno-
ser) For the DES G constructed in Example 2.1, we
can let the failure events f1 and f2 be grouped into fail-
ure mode F1 because Stuck_closed1 and Stuck_closed2
are similar failure event. By the same reason, let the

f3 and f4 be included in failure mode F2. Then, failure
recovery events Rf12 and Rf34 will be denoted as RF1
and RF2, respectively. Finally, the state condition set is
K = {N, F1, F2}. From Fig. 4, we can easily define the
state condition map κ shown in Table 3.

Before designing the diagnoser we can define the ini-
tial state z0 of the diagnoser using (8). The initial state
is z0 = {q0, q7, q11} because q7 = δ(q0, F1) and q11 =
δ(q0, F2). And the CCTS for the DES G by definition
1 can be obtained by using Fig. 4, Tables 1 and 2. The
result is listed in Table 4.

Table 4 is obtained by the following steps. Transitions
that can occur in state q0 are (q0, OV, q1), (q0, F1, q7),
and (q0, F2, q11). However, the events F1 and F2 are not
included in control command set C, therefore, the tran-
sitions (q0, F1, q7) and (q0, F2, q11) have to be excluded
from CCTS. Instead, the transitions (q0, OV, q8), and
(q0, OV, q12) have to included in CCTS because the dia-
gnoser cannot tell the difference among the three states
q0, q7, and q11, and can only observe the transitions to
q8 and q12 from q0 by the event of OV. Similarly other
normal states, i.e., q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, and q6, the failure
events are not observable from the diagnoser and the
transition from these states can result in three different
states as listed in Table 4.

By the CCTS listed in Table 4 and the transition
function ζ defined by Eq. (9), the part of procedure
for designing the diagnoser of the pump-valve system is
illustrated in Fig. 8. If the control command OV is issued
by the supervisor at the state z0 = {q0, q7, q11}, the state
changes to states q1, q8, and q12 by the transition func-
tion δ defined in DES G. We can easily confirm this from
Table 4. Also, because λ(q1) = λ(q8) = λ(q12) = NF,
the state z1 is defined as z1 = {q1, q8, q12} by (9). If
the control command STP is issued at the state z1 =
{q1, q8, q12} of diagnoser, the state changes to q2, q9,
and q13. But, in this case there are two sensor outputs,
i.e., λ(q2) = λ(q13) = F and λ(q9) = NF, so we have to
define the states of the diagnoser as z2 = {q2, q13} and
z3 = {q9}. By this design procedure, the recoverable di-
agnoser for the pump-valve system is built and shown
in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9, the transition caused by control com-
mand is shown by a solid line while that caused by a
failure recovery event is shown by a dashed line.

Diagnosability and recoverability

This section presents the definition of diagnosability and
its necessary and sufficient conditions. In addition, the
concept of recoverability is defined along with its neces-
sary and sufficient conditions.
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Fig. 7 On-line diagnosis

Table 3 State condition map
κ of pump-valve system

State State condition

q0 N q7 F1 q11 F2
q1 N q4 N q0 F1 q12 F2
q2 N q5 N q0 F1 q13 F2
q3 N q6 N q10 F1 q14 F2

Table 4 CCTS of pump-valve
system

State q Control Destination Sensor
command σ = γ (q) states q′ = δ(q, σ) outputs λ(q)

q0 OV q1, q0, q12 NF
q1 STP q2, q13 F

q0 NF
q2 SPP q3, q10, q14 NF
q3 CV q0, q7, q11 NF
q4 STP q5, q13 F

q0 NF
q5 SPP q6, q10, q14 NF
q6 CV q0, q7, q11 NF
q7 OV q0 NF

RF1 q0 NF
q0 STP q0 NF

RF1 q4 NF
q0 SPP q10 NF

RF1 q5 F
q10 CV q7 NF

RF1 q6 NF
q11 OV q12 NF

RF2 q0 NF
q12 STP q13 F

RF2 q4 NF
q13 SPP q14 NF

RF2 q5 F
q14 CV q11 NF

RF2 q6 NF

Diagnosability

In this section we explain how the diagnoser estimates
the state condition of DES and detects the failure event.
For this purpose, the state set Z of the diagnoser is classi-
fied into normal, Fi-uncertain and Fi-certain. The precise
definitions are provided in the following.

Definition 2 The state z of the diagnoser is said to be
normal if

κ(z) = {N}

Definition 3 The state z of the diagnoser is said to be
Fi -uncertain if

κ(z) ⊃ {Fi} , κ(z) �⊂ {Fi}
Definition 4 The state z of the diagnoser is said to be
Fi -certain if

κ(z) = {Fi}
Based on the above definitions, diagnosability of a diag-
noser is defined by the following.

Definition 5 A diagnoser is Fi -diagnosable if the state
of the diagnoser can be Fi-certain after the occurrence
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Fig. 8 A part of diagnoser design procedure

of at most a finite number of events, Ni, in the system,
following both the initialization of the diagnoser and the
occurrence of failure mode Fi. Also if diagnoser is Fi-
diagnosable for all failure mode Fi then the diagnoser is
said to be diagnosable.

The physical meaning of diagnosability can be
explained by the following. Suppose that a system looks
normal to the diagnoser even after a failure mode Fi

occurred. In that case, the state condition of diagnoser
contain not only Fi but also N, i.e. the state of the diag-
noser is Fi-uncertain. However, if the state conditions of
diagnoser contain only Fi without N after occurrences of
some abnormal events, i.e. the state of the diagnoser is
Fi-certain, the diagnoser can determine that the failure
mode Fi has occurred without any ambiguity.

Example 3.1 (Pump-valve system—diagnosability) The
states z3, z5, z6, and z7 of the diagnoser are F1-cer-
tain as shown in Fig. 9. So the diagnoser for the pump-
valve system is F1-diagnosable by the Definition 5. But,
the diagnoser is not F2-diagnosable because there is no
F2-certain state.

Before we state the theorem for diagnosability, let us
define a cycle and an indeterminate cycle.

Definition 6 A set of states
{
q1, q2, . . . , qn+1

}
is said to

form a cycle if qi+1 = δ(qi, σi), i = 1, 2, . . . , n and q1 =
δ(qn+1, σn+1).

Definition 7 Assume that a set of states {z1, z2, . . . , zn+1}
in the diagnoser that is Fi-uncertain forms a cycle. Then
the set of states

{
z1, z2, . . . , zn+1

}
is said to form an Fi -

indeterminate cycle if there exist cycles
{
qN

1 , qN
2 , . . . , qN

k+1

}

and
{

qFI
1 , qFI

2 , . . . , qFI
l+1

}
that satisfies the following.

1.
{

qN
1 , qN

2 , . . . , qN
k+1

}
forms a cycle such that κ(qN

m) =
N, qN

m ∈ zr, m = 1, 2, . . . , k+1, r = 1, 2, . . . , n+1, k ≤
n and

{
qN

1 , qN
2 , . . . , qN

k+1

}
⊆ {

z1, z2, . . . , zn+1
}
. This

cycle said to be N -cycle; and

2.
{

qFi
1 , qFi

2 , . . . , qFi
l+1

}
forms a cycle such that κ(qFi

m′) =
Fi, qFi

m′ ∈ zr, m′ = 1, 2, . . . , l+1, r = 1, 2, . . . , n+1, l ≤
n and

{
qFi

1 , qFi
2 , . . . , qFi

l+1

}
⊆ {

z1, z2, . . . , zn+1
}
. This

cycle said to be Fi -cycle.

Theorem 1 The diagnoser is Fi-diagnosable if and only
if there is no Fi-indeterminate cycle in the diagnoser for
the failure mode Fi.

Proof After the occurrence of the failure mode Fi, the
state of diagnoser will be one of the following three
types: normal, Fi-uncertain and Fi-certain states.

1. In case of normal state condition.
(Sufficiency) Because there is no Fi-indeterminate
cycle, there exists a path (sequence or string) to a
state whose state condition is Fi. Therefore, the state
of diagnoser eventually becomes Fi-certain, which
implies that the diagnoser is Fi-diagnosable.
(Necessity) Because the diagnoser is Fi-diagnosable,
there exist the path to the state that is Fi-certain
in diagnoser. So there is no Fi-inderterminate cycle
formed by Fi-uncertain states.

2. In case of Fi-uncertain state condition.
Sufficiency and Necessity are satisfied by the same
reasoning as in the case of normal state condition.

3. In the case of Fi-certain state condition.

Because the present state of the diagnoser is Fi-certain,
the diagnoser is Fi-diagnosable. Since there is no Fi-
indeterminate cycle, there exist a path to the state that
is Fi-certain. ��

Example 3.2 (Pump-valve system—Fi-indeterminate
cycle) From Fig. 9, we can observe that the set of states
{{q0, q7, q11}, {q1, q8, q121}, {q2, q13}, {q3, q10, q14}} forms
an F2-inderterminate cycle shown in dash-point box.
The reason is that the set of states {q0, q1, q2, q3} forms a
cycle with the state condition N while {q11, q12, q13, q14}
also forms a cycle with the state condition F2. In other
words, there exist both N-cycle and F2-cycle in DES
G as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, the diagnoser is not
F2-diagnosable because there exists an F2-indetermi-
nate cycle. The physical meaning of this can be explained
by the following. When the failure event Stuck_closed1
or Stuck_closed2 occurs and the control command OV
is issued by the supervisor at the initial state {q0, q7, q11},
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Fig. 9 Recoverable diagnoser of pump-valve system

the state of the diagnoser is F1-uncertain and F2-uncer-
tain. This is because the states q0, q7, q11, of which state
conditions is N, F1, and F2, respectively, have the iden-
tical sensor output NF. If the value of sensor output
remains NF when the control command STP is given,
then the state of the diagnoser becomes F1-certain by
reaching state z3 as shown in Fig. 9. Physically, the diag-
noser can detect that the valve is stuck-closed because
the value of flowmeter is NF even after the commands
sequence OP and STP is given. However, for the case of
failure event Stuck_open1 or Stuck_open2, the sensor
outputs are exactly the same for both N and F2 states.
This means that the diagnoser cannot escape from the
F2-inderterminate cycle because the diagnoser cannot
distinguish N-cycle from F2-cycle by only looking at the
value of flowmeter. Therefore, some additional sensors
are needed to detect the failure event Stuck_open1 and
Stuck_open2.

Recoverability

In this section we define the recoverability of a recover-
able diagnoser and present the necessary and sufficient
condition for recoverability. First, the recoverability is
defined in Definition followed by the necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for recoverability in Theorem 2.

Definition 8 The recoverable diagnoser is Fi -recover-
able if

∀ zR such that κ(zR) = {Fi} , RFi ∈ γR(zR)

In other words, if the diagnoser can enable the failure
recovery event RFi at all by reaching state z3 as shown
in Fig. 9-certain states, then the diagnoser is said to be
recoverable.

Theorem 2 The recoverable diagnoser is Fi-recoverable
if and only if

Condition 1 The failure recovery event RFi can be enabled
at any state qR of which state condition is Fi, and

Condition 2 There is no Fi-indeterminate cycle in the
recoverable diagnoser.

Proof (Sufficiency) By the condition 2, the recoverable
diagnoser satisfies Theorem 1 so the recoverable diag-
noser is Fi-diagnosable. Therefore, there exists a state
zR in the recoverable diagnoser that is Fi-certain. And
by the condition 1, at any state zR that is Fi-certain, it is
true that RFi ∈ γR(zR). Therefore the recoverable di-
agnoser satisfies the Definition 8 and is Fi-recoverable.

(Necessity) Because the recoverable diagnoser is
Fi-recoverable it is true that RFi ∈ γR(zR) at all state
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zR that is Fi-certain by the Definition 8. Therefore, the
failure recovery event RFi can be enabled at all state
qR(qR ∈ zR) of the DES, and also because zR is Fi-
certain, κR(qR) = Fi. Then, because the recoverable
diagnoser is also Fi-recoverable, there exists the state
zR that is Fi-certain. Therefore, there is no Fi-indeter-
minate cycle in the recoverable diagnoser. ��

Example 3.3 (Pump-valve system—recoverability) The
recoverable diagnoser shown in Fig. 9 is F1-recoverable
by Theorem 2. The reason is that states z3, z5, z6, and
z7 are F1-certain and the failure recovery event RF1 is
enabled at those states and that there is no F1-inde-
terminate cycle. In physical sense, the recoverability of
pump-valve system can be explained by the following.
After the control commands sequence OV and STP is
issued at the initial state of diagnoser, the diagnoser can
detect the failure event Stuck_closed1 or Stuck_closed2
at the state z3 because the value of sensor output is NF,
which is different from the normal cycle. Because RF1
can be enabled at that state, F1 can be recovered by issu-
ing RF1. After RF1 is issued, the state condition of the
system will return to normal.

High-level diagnoser design

Even though the recoverable diagnoser developed in the
“Diagnosability and recoverability” section can iden-
tify the cause of failure and recover from it, it may be
very difficult to design such a diagnoser for large-scale
systems commonly found in industrial applications. In
order to reduce the size of the diagnoser, this section
applies the theory of hierarchical control to the diagno-
sis problem. We present the model reduction scheme of
DES to make high-level diagnoser along with the proof
of the equivalency of the original recoverable diagnoser
and the high-level diagnoser.

Model reduction

The basic idea of model reduction scheme is to partition
states of DES as equivalence classes of sensor output
map, control command map, and state condition map
because the diagnoser transits and estimates the state
by only sensor output, control command, and state con-
dition. So, those states in an equivalence class can be
treated identically for the purpose of supervisory con-
trol and failure diagnosis.

First, we define the high-level DES.

Fig. 10 High-level projection of DES

Definition 9 Define the high-level DES as the DES that
is reconstructed by the coarsest partition π such that4

π ≤ ker λ ∧ ker γ ∧ ker κ

The partition π is the coarsest partition that preserves
the information on partitions ker λ, ker γ , and ker κ .
Also, the high-level projection Pπ is defined as Pπ :
Q → Qhi for the partition π that is illustrated in Fig. 10.

The states of a DES are aggregated by high-level pro-
jection Pπ into a high-level state that has the same sensor
output, control command, and state condition informa-
tion.

Define the high-level DES based on Definition 9 as
FSMA

Ghi = {
Qhi, �hi, δhi, qhi,0, Qhi,m, Yhi, λhi, Chi, γhi

}

(10)

where Ghi, �hi, δhi, qhi,0, and Qhi,m are the state set, the
event set, the transition function, the initial state, and
the marked state set, respectively; and Yhi, λhi, Chi, and
γhi are the sensor output set, the sensor output map, the
control command set, and the control command map,
respectively.

Example 4.1 (Pump-valve system—high-level model)
We obtain the high-level DES for the DES of the pump-
valve system in Example 2.1 as shown in Fig. 4 using
the projection Pπ with π ≤ ker λ ∧ ker γ ∧ ker κ . Par-
titions ker λ, ker γ , and ker κ are easily obtained from
Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The resulting partitions
are shown in (11), (12), and (13). And partition π is
π = ker λ∧ker γ ∧ker κ = kerγ . Three states are reduced
from the original DES. So, the number of high-level
state is 12. Let us rename the states of high-level DES
as Qhi = {

qhi,0, qhi,1, . . . , qhi,11
}
. The high-level DES is

shown in Fig. 11.

ker λ= {q0, q1, q3, q4, q6, q7, . . . , q12, q14} ∪̇ {q2, q5, q13}
(11)

4 Notation ker π means the coset (equivalent class) for the binary
relation π .
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Fig. 11 High-level DES of pump-valve system

ker γ = {q0} ∪̇ {q1, q4} ∪̇ {q2, q5} ∪̇ {q3, q6}
∪̇ {q7} ∪̇ {q8} ∪̇ . . . ∪̇ {q14} (12)

ker κ = {q0, q1, . . . , q6} ∪̇ {q7, . . . , q10} ∪̇ {q11, . . . , q14}
(13)

The pairs of states (q1, q4), (q2, q5), and (q3, q6) form
the cosets by the partition π . We can confirm this by the
FSMA G in Fig. 4, the sensor output map in Table 1, the
control command map γ in Table 2, and state condition
map in Table 3. For example, states q1 and q4 have the
same sensor output, NF; the same control command,
OV; and the same state condition, N.

High-level diagnoser

Let the FSMA

Dhi =
{

Zhi, Ehi, ςhi, zhi,0, Zhi,m, Khi, κhi

}
(14)

denote the high-level diagnoser for the high-level DES.
For convenience, we refer to the high-level recover-
able diagnoser as the high-level diagnoser hereinafter.
In (14), Zhi, Ehi, ςhi, zhi,o, and Zhi,m are the state set, the
event set, the transition function, the initial state and
the marked state set, respectively. And Khi and κhi are
the state condition set and state condition map, respec-
tively.

We can also define the diagnosability and recover-
ability for high-level diagnoser as given on Definition
5 and 8, respectively. And the necessary and sufficient
condition for diagnosability and recoverability are also
the same as proven in Theorem 1 and 2.

Example 4.2 (Pump-valve system—high-level diagnoser)
By the similar way to Example 3.2, high-level diagnoser

can be designed from high-level DES shown in Fig. 11.
Figure 12 shows the high-level diagnoser for the pump-
valve system where two states are reduced from the
original diagnoser.

Two states are reduced from the original diagnoser as
shown in Fig. 9.

Equivalency

We show that the high-level diagnoser is equivalent to
the original recoverable diagnoser in the following .

Theorem 3 The recoverable diagnoser D and the high-
level diagnoser Dhi are equivalent.

Proof We have to show that the state condition of D and
Dhi are identical for the state pair (q, qhi) that has the
sensor output and control command. That is, we have to
show the following equation holds.
[∀λ(q) = λhi(qhi) ∧ γ (q) = γhi(qhi)

]
, κ(z) = κhi(zhi)

First, because Pπ (qk) = qhi,k and π ≤ ker λ ∧ ker γ , for
zk such that qk ∈ zk and zhi,k such that qhi,k ∈ zhi,k, it fol-
lows that Pπ (zk) = zhi,k and κhi(zhi,k) = κhi {Pπ (zk)}.
Then, from π ≤ ker κ it follows that κhi {Pπ (zk)} =
κ(zk). Therefore, κ(zhi,k) = κ(zk). ��
Example 4.3 (Pump-valve system—equivalency) Even
though the number of states of high-level diagnogser is
fewer than that of the original diagnoser, it produces the
identical estimation with the recoverable diagnoser for
the pump-valve system because the high-level diagnoser
is also F1-diagnosable and F1-recoverable.

Conclusion

This paper presents a new approach for on-line passive
diagnoser that is capable of not only the failure diagnosis
but also the supervisory control. This new approach is a
hybrid of event-based and state-based strategies along
with the introduction of failure recovery events and hier-
archical control concept. The contributions of the paper
can be summarized as follows.

This paper establishes a new failure diagnosis
approach based on the combination of two well-known
approaches, i.e., event-based and state-based. Compared
to the event-based approach, the new approach can con-
struct a simpler diagnoser because there is no need to
update the state condition for all observable events. In
comparison with the state-based approach, the hybrid
approach allows much simpler implementation because
there is no need to synchronize the diagnoser with the
supervisor of the system.
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Fig. 12 High-level diagnoser of pump-valve system

By introducing failure recovery events, the supervi-
sory controller and failure diagnoser can be integrated
so that an action can be taken for failure recovery once
the failure is diagnosed.

In order to apply this approach to real-world prob-
lems where the system quickly becomes too large to be
handled, the theory of hierarchical control is applied to
the diagnoser design. The high-level diagnoser performs
exactly identical functions of the original diagnoser with
less number of states.
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